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Curriculum: Community Building Course (online setting) 
At the start of their studies, universities offer new students support in the form 

of information, advice, and orientation events. The aim of these formats is to 

bring new students into contact with each other and introduce them to 

important contact points, contact persons and study structures. Orientation 

weeks, first-semester welcomes, and orientation tutorials are an integral part of 

the induction phase in many Higher Education institutions. They are usually 

organized by student representatives, programme coordinators and central 

counselling centres. In the ENTRANTS project, the project team explored the 

question of how existing orientation offers could be enriched and expanded in a 

meaningful way.  

A community building course could be a useful format to enhance students’ 

sense of belonging.  

1. Course preparations: from the course name to the learning 

platform. 

The project team decided to call the community building-course at the UDE 

"University of Duisburg-Essen: "You belong to me! - Seriously now?". The advisory 

groups advised us to take a catchy and little provocative name that attracts 

students to it.  

1.1 Learning Outcomes 

The course aims at the following learning outcomes: 

• Students are able to make full use of university services and support 

structures to help them along their studies.  

• Aware of their own strengths, they look beyond the boundaries of their 

own self. 

• Knowing the structures, processes, and functions of the university as a 

place of science and research, they actively participate in shaping everyday 

life at the university.  

• Students discover their fellow students as cooperation partners on their 

path of research-based learning through university-life.  

• They develop a sense of belonging to their university.  

1.2. Course Structure 

The course comprises five sessions. Each session takes two hours and can be 

offered throughout the semester. The course was offered in cooperation with 

the Institute for Academic Skills. Through this cooperation, the course 
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participants were able to acquire two credits in the supplementary area. The 

examination requirement for the course was the presentation and submission of 

a scientific poster. The five sessions focused on the following topics: 

• First session: Introduction to the topic and getting to know each other. 

• Second session: Explore your strengths and learn about the concept of 

"Forschendes Lernen" (Inquiry-based learning). 

• Third session: University - an organisation like any other? 

• Fourth session: Who is who?  About gardeners, librarians, and science 

managers. 

• Fifth session: Discovering the university through research. 

1.3 Moodle course 

An accompanying Moodle-course was set up. It is used during the two-hour 

sessions for feedback, exercises, inputs, and small quizzes. It is not designed as a 

self-study course. It consists of five sessions mirroring tasks and assignments in 

each session. Another session puts its focus on how to create scientific posters. 

And finally, information on well-being is available as well. The team used images 

and interactive elements (h5p tools) to create an inviting Moodle course.  
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Moodle-course-platform landing page 

  

The project team developed the following announcement for the course: 

“At the University of Duisburg-Essen, academic work is done. Learning to listen, 

read, speak, write and research leads to academic success. Sounds simple, but 

it's not. 

Membership of the university starts with enrolment. This is a formality. Feeling 

like you belong and knowing your way around are important for successfully 

organising your everyday life as a student. 

In this event, we will explore the University of Duisburg-Essen and give you the 

opportunity to be curious and ask your own questions. The first step will be to 

examine your own strengths and discover new ones. In the following part of the 

event, your own strengths profile will help you to find each other in groups and 

try out academic work together. 

This includes input, group work, discussions and the documentation of results 

relating to the University of Duisburg-Essen. 

As part of the event, we also invite you to take a look behind the scenes of our 

own project work in university development.” 
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2. Course sessions in detail 

A curriculum for a synchronous online course as well as a face-to-face course was 

developed. The didactic design of the two types differs only slightly. The core 

elements of both options relate to the research-based exploration of one's own 

university and working with one’s own strengths. Both formats rely on the Moodle 

course. 

2.1. Synchronous online format 

First session: Get to know each other and introduction to the course. 

In the first session an overview of the course and the learning platform (Moodle), 

of upcoming tasks, and assignments is given. The session includes different 

opportunities for the students to get to know each other, to understand their 

interests in attending the course, and to get to know the lecturers and their work 

at the university.  
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First session: Get to know each other and introduction to the course 

Dura-

tion 

Activity to-do’s 

10 

min 

Introduction 

Short overview of the course and the Moodle 

learning-platform 

Design a welcoming Moodle 

course with exercises, inputs, 

and work packages. 

10 

min 

Icebreaking game 

Turn your camera on, if“ (…you have a pet, …life 

on campus, …like learning online…); see also 

other ideas: 

https://hookedoninnovation.com/2020/05/13/25

-strategies-to-engage-zoom/) 

Find the right icebreaking game 

for your course and prepare a 

task sheet. 

30 

min 

Breakout sessions 

Students get to know each other better within 

randomly created groups. They have to answer 

the question: „Which are the three most 

important things one needs to know about the 

university of Duisburg-Essen?“ (Use 

https://www.mentimeter.com) 

Prepare the Mentimeter 

question. 

10 

min 

“Well-being“-break with finger yoga exercises 

(e.g. https://youtu.be/LehkTdGXxjc) 

Do the exercise together with 

the students. 

20 

min 

Discussion 

Talking about the breakout session results 

Share the Mentimeter result on 

your screen. 

30 

min 

Input and Q&A 

Describe your work at the university. 

Prepare a presentation about 

your faculty/institute and your 

job there. 

10 

min 

Assignment 

Explain the strengths finder and talk about the 

assignment for the next session: Discover what 

you are great at. Think about what is unique 

about you to be successful in your study and 

personal life. 

Decide what strengths finder 

works for you. We used the 

Gallup strengths-finder and 

designed an interactive h5p-

element for the Moodle course. 

(https://www.gallup.com/clifto

nstrengths/de/254030/strengt

hsfinder.aspx). 

Table 1: Description of the first session 

https://hookedoninnovation.com/2020/05/13/25-strategies-to-engage-zoom/
https://hookedoninnovation.com/2020/05/13/25-strategies-to-engage-zoom/
https://www.mentimeter.com/
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the strength-check, Moodle course 
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Second session: Explore strengths and learn about the concept of “Forschendes Lernen 

(Inquiry-based learning)”  

The second session is about reflecting on one’s own talents and preparing their 

own self-enquiry projects at University of Duisburg-Essen. After focusing on their 

strengths, students learn about the concept of “Forschendes Lernen (Inquiry-

based learning)” (by Ludwig Huber) and how to arrive at a good research question. 

Second session: 

Explore strengths and learn about the concept of “Forschendes Lernen (Inquiry-based 

learning)” 

Dura-

tion 

Activity to-do’s | Tasks/questions for the students 

5 min Short introduction 

Overview of the session 

 

15 

min 

Check-in: „What are your TOP5-

strengths? “Course evaluation with 

Moodle (Q&A-function) and 

discussion of the results 

Prepare a short questionnaire with Moodle 

about the strengths included in the 

assignment. 

30 

min 

Breakout sessions 

Strength-Talk with another student 

(tandems) about the strength-

feedback from family members and 

friends 

Prepare the groups for the breakout 

sessions. 

Did they get surprising feedback concerning 

their strength from their family and friends? 

What did they learn about themselves? 

10 

min 

Discussion 

Talking about the breakout session 

results 

Facilitate the discussion. Ask the students 

whether it has been easy to find and talk 

about their strengths. Have they any ideas, 

to use their strengths during this course and 

in their small research endeavours? 

10 

min 

“Well-being“-break 50 ways to 

take a break 

(https://www.brainenergysupportt

eam.org/archives/16107) 

Talk about favorite breaks with your 

students. Do they have other ways to relax? 

What helps them to remember making 

breaks? 

30 

min 

Input and Q&A:  

What is “Forschendes Lernen 

(Inquiry-based learning)”? How do I 

find my research question? 

Prepare a presentation about “Forschendes 

Lernen (Inquiry-based learning)” and about 

finding research questions.  

Literature for “Forschendes Lernen (Inquiry-

based learning)” and for developing a 

research question. 

15 

min 

Breakout session 

Brainstorming in small groups 

about their first ideas for their 

research questions and writing 

them down on a whiteboard 

Prepare a digital whiteboard, explain how to 

use it and provide the link. 

 We recommend working with: 

 https://r7.whiteboardfox.com  

 

10 

min 

Question-Cluster:  

Cluster the questions and develop 

them further. 

Share the digital whiteboard and sort the 

questions together with your students. 

https://www.brainenergysupportteam.org/archives/16107
https://www.brainenergysupportteam.org/archives/16107
https://www.hwg-lu.de/fileadmin/user_upload/service/studium-und-lehre/hochschuldidaktik/Handreichung_Forschendes_Lernen.pdf
https://kw.uni-paderborn.de/fileadmin-kw/fakultaet/Institute/germ-vergl-litwis/germ-sprach-did/Topalovic/Masterarbeit/Examensarbeit-Fragestellung-entwickeln.pdf
https://kw.uni-paderborn.de/fileadmin-kw/fakultaet/Institute/germ-vergl-litwis/germ-sprach-did/Topalovic/Masterarbeit/Examensarbeit-Fragestellung-entwickeln.pdf
https://r7.whiteboardfox.com/
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Explain how to narrow and specify the 

questions so that they can work with them. 

5 

min 

Assignment 

Develop the question further in 

preparation for the upcoming 

session 

Explain the assignment and ask the students 

to send you their more specified question 

prior to the next session. You will check them 

and give them detailed feedback during the 

next session. 

Table 2: Description of the second session 

 

Figure 3: Screenshot of the introduction to the “Forschendes Lernen (Inquiry-based learning)” 

session 
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Third session: University - an organization like any other? 

This session deals with the students’ own self-enquiry projects. In addition, the 

history of universities in Europe and the history of the UDE are the topics of this 

session. 

 

Third session: University an organization like any other? 

Dura-

tion 

Activity to-do’s | Tasks/questions for the students 

5 min Short introduction 

Overview of the third session 

 

15 

min 

Specifying questions: 

Feedback on the assignment and 

provide examples how to narrow 

down the research question. 

Explain the feedback and answer questions. 

30 

min 

Breakout sessions 

Students are working on their 

questions with „critical friends” 

Prepare the breakout sessions with groups of 

four students. 

Explain them how feedback with critical friends 

works. For example use this explanation. 

10 

min 

“Well-being“-break: what are 

my energy boosters?  

(e.g.,https://www.mciinstitute.ed

u.au/mci-live/how-to-boost-

mental-energy-levels-before-

your-exam)  

Talk about good energy boosters that could be 

used before exams. How do they boost their 

energy level?  

25 

min 

Discussion 

Talk about the breakout session 

results 

Facilitate the discussion. Ask the students 

whether they have questions? Do they like to 

share AHA! -moments – These are moments 

when they realize how to specify their 

questions? 

30 

min 

Input and Q&A: History of 

universities in Europe and 

history of the University of 

Duisburg-Essen 

Prepare a presentation about the history of 

universities in Europe and the history of your 

own university or show a video 

(German/English) 

5 

min 

Assignment 

Start researching your research 

questions and gather data, 

information, pictures for the 

posters. 

Explain the assignment. 

Table 3: Description of the third session 

 

https://www.ecml.at/Portals/1/5MTP/ARC/spiral-documents/Breakthrough/Use%20these%20tools/The%20role%20of%20critical%20friends%20in%20action%20research.pdf?ver=2019-02-28-120946-123#:~:text=A%20critical%20friend%20could%20be,provide%20honest%20and%20impartial%20feedback.
https://www.mciinstitute.edu.au/mci-live/how-to-boost-mental-energy-levels-before-your-exam
https://www.mciinstitute.edu.au/mci-live/how-to-boost-mental-energy-levels-before-your-exam
https://www.mciinstitute.edu.au/mci-live/how-to-boost-mental-energy-levels-before-your-exam
https://www.mciinstitute.edu.au/mci-live/how-to-boost-mental-energy-levels-before-your-exam
https://youtu.be/Qx5Oa39TIZc
https://youtu.be/_e3g96OH9Gc
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Figure 4: Screenshot about the introduction to the history of the University of Duisburg-Essen 
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Fourth session: Sense of belonging, university structure and contact persons 

In the first part of the fourth session students reflect on their sense of belonging 

to their university.  In the second part, they get to know contact persons, they did 

not know yet.  

 

Fourth session: Sense of belonging, university structure and contact persons 

Dura-

tion 

Activity to-do’s | Tasks/questions for the students 

5 min Short introduction 

Overview of the fourth session 

 

30 

min 

Sense of belonging:  

Watch and discuss the TV2-

Denmark-Video 

https://youtu.be/jD8tjhVO1Tc 

How are you connected? Talk about what we all 

have in common with each other.   

 

15 

min 

Breakout sessions 

What can you do strengthen 

your sense of belonging to the 

UDE? What can the UDE do that 

you feel welcome here? 

Prepare the breakout sessions with groups of 

four students. Prepare a digital whiteboard, 

explain how to use it and provide the link. We 

recommend working with 

https://r7.whiteboardfox.com 

10 

min 

Discussion 

Talk about the breakout session 

results. 

Facilitate the discussion and summarize the 

ideas. 

20 

min 

“Well-being“-break  

Personal value assessment (e.g. 

https://einguterplan.de/werte-

test/ or https://personalvalu.es  

Explain the self-test and discuss some of the 

result. 

30 

min 

Input and Q&A: Insights in the 

structure of the university and a 

short presentation of contact 

persons, they might not know 

yet 

Prepare a presentation about the structure of 

your university and about contact persons.  

10 

min 

Assignment 

Finalising research and poster. 

Answer final questions and show them good 

practice about scientific poster on your learning 

platform (examples, videos, …). Clarify 

assignment criteria (poster and poster 

presentation). 

Table 4: Description of the fourth session 

 

https://youtu.be/jD8tjhVO1Tc
https://einguterplan.de/werte-test/
https://einguterplan.de/werte-test/
https://personalvalu.es/
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the who is who part of the fourth session 

 

Fifth session: Poster presentation and feedback 

In the fifth session, students present their posters about the research project they 

did at the UDE. 

Each student/each tandem has 3 minutes time to talk about their research 

projects. After their presentation, they can come up with a short evaluation of 

their own work. They can use the following review criteria (poster concept, format, 

style, combination of text and pictures, overview of the result and further steps, 

and so on). After the student’s self-evaluation the lecturer(s) provide(s) feedback 

and discuss(es) ideas how to improve the poster.  

After the fifth session, students have time to revise their posters. The final 

deadline of submission could be - as in our case - a month later. 
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Figure 6: A selection of the student’s UDE-research project-posters 

 

To foster community the project team recommends to promote a positive course 

climate, stimulating student-to-student interaction, and engaging with the 

students. The project team integrated the following ideas of the Western 

University Canada (see in detail  

https://teaching.uwo.ca/teaching/engaging/building-community.html): 

• Set the tone.  

• Co-create expectations.  

• Respond.  

• Plan an Icebreaker.  

• Build interactivity into learning activities.  

• Build interactivity into assessments.  

• Be personable and approachable. 

• Use student names.  

• Accept questions.  

 

  

https://teaching.uwo.ca/teaching/engaging/building-community.html
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